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It’s always blackest before the dawn.

Trapped in a cave with Ifrits beating down the front door, a traitor in their midst and a hundred innocent
refugees to protect, Amel and Raolcan seem to have no options left.
But when allies discover another option, will they be brave enough to take it - even if it leads to a darker
night than any of them have ever seen before?
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From Reader Review Dark Night for online ebook

Rachael Hansen says

Talk about a roller coaster of a book!! Dark Night was absolutely crazy! I could feel the danger of this book
and the life threatening situation Amel and her friends were in. This book was full of action and always left
me wanting more! Like every book!

Sharon says

I feared that after a while with the same people in a tight space things would get boring. But you actually felt
the tension through the words of the pages.

The flight was even more thrilling. Usually you loose overview or it gets stretched. But this book actually
kept the thrill active, one moment after another. The less adventurous moments you could gasp for breath
before the action continued.

There was only one thing I disliked: the big cliffhanger at the end. Why making me wait till I could pick up
the next book?! ?

Jemimah Zafoune says

Dark Night! Yes this book is a Dark Night for our characters indeed. Talk about having my heart in my
mouth throughout reading this whole book, seriously my heart is pounding with the fear for every single one
of these amazing characters. The author, Sarah K. L. Wilson has done another tremendous job in writing this
book, I'm astounded with how she must be planning out every single aspect of this tale in her mind and the
way she is taking us readers along for the ride and keeping us captivated and enthralled by it all. I can't guess
what will happen next or if someone we thought was a baddie is actually good and vice versa. Each book in
this series I read just gets me so excited and we're already on book 10, it speaks testament to an authors skills
to keep me captivated for so long. I really need book 11 now because I'm beyond worried for Amel and
Savette and Hubric and The Dominar, but I have faith in Raolcan that he won't let them fail or lose any of
them.

Jodie "Bookish" Cook says

Book Review
Title: Dragon School: Dark Night
Author: Sarah K. L. Wilson
Genre: YA/Fantasy/Adventure/Romance
Rating: *****
Review: So, after the intense ending of Prince of Dragons I couldn’t wait to get into it. We return to story
directly where it left off in the mountain with the dragons and riders trapped in to defend themselves from



the Ifrits outside, but many dragons and riders were injured in the battle including Hubric and the Dominar.
Amel knows many of the men and women inside the mountain cannot be trusted and her only goal is keeping
Hubric and her messages safe until either Hubric or the Dominar awakens but both have grave injuries.
Meanwhile, Savette is trying to keep a low profile and Amel has been ordered to tend to the Dominar’s
injuries but she isn’t even sure if he is going to survive. Now she is being seen as a proper colour Amel is
really finding her feet, but she doesn’t have time to soak in her achievements as she fights to save the
Dominar’s life and keep her mentor and friend safe.
Savette is getting the sense that the Ifrits are close to breaking through the barricade they have created, and
she isn’t finding anything inside the mountain that will give her enough energy to fight them off. However,
Amel has bigger problems as she reads through her messages something she isn’t supposed to do and the
information she is uncovering is chilling at time but mostly confusing to Amel who knows very little about
the society compared to others. Amel is also right in suspecting that Iskaris is after her messages and when
she refuses to hand them over he threatens her although Ashana comes to her aid before he can do anything,
but I am struck with the uneasy feeling that Amel is just as much danger inside the mountain as she is outside
of it.
The two purples have a difficult task as infection has already set in the Dominar and they have to cut away
more of his arm to save him but after the deed is done Hubric awakens bringing a little light to the darkness
Amel finds herself surrounded by. As we approach the halfway mark in the novel, Iskaris is pressuring the
purples for their messages but when the Dominar awakens and speaks mercy they plan to surrender to the
Dusk Covenant which is what he has planned all along. However, Raolcan and Amel create a plan to escape
with Dominar, Savette and most of the other riders but time is short.
Soon after they plan their escape from the mountain although Amel and Raolcan have to use all their cunning
and wit in order to get the Dominar out in a way that doesn’t arouse suspicion or cause more problems, but
they do manage it. They also put Iskaris in a difficult position that would force him to come with them or
reveal his true allegiances. As they race through the warrens with the Ifrits on their back they try to find
safety but with the gateway magic all used up they must find another way, but they are greeted with a
horrific sight. In their daring escape from the warrens many both men and dragon are lost. However, when
they reach the next gateway the power is too dim and Savette is almost drained too, but Hubric comes up
with a plan to give Savette access to his mind as well as Amel’s in the hope she can get the gateway working
again.
The ending to Dragon School: Dark Night was incredible. I don’t know how Sarah K. L. Wilson manages to
fit so much action, drama and political intrigue into less than 100 pages but I do know I am jumping straight
into Bright Hopes and praying that book 12 is out soon.

Sairaika Naidoo says

A dark read!

It’s always blackest before the dawn...

Wow...things are heating up - a traitor is the mist and the demons are after them. Such an incredible story
and a fantastic addition to the series.

One problem: I have mentioned it before but it became dominant in this book again: the MC is really
annoying at times. At times, she really is likable and enjoyable.

The writing is amazing and addicting! The world is complex and fascinating.



Full of dragons, dragon riders, secrets, ancient prophecies, enemies, loyalty, battle, darkness, evil, action,
hope, survival, trust, danger and suspicion.

Perfect for readers of fantasy romance.

Gigi Sedlmayer says

OMG, An emotional roller coaster.
A story you can't put down, when you start it, as it keeps getting more intense as it goes along.
Stay with me, Raolcan, her dragon said to Amal.
Was Raolcan okay? Did we make it to safety?
I just can't wait for the next book. Have ordered it straight away. Now i have to wait.

Myriam says

As the reader slowly recovers from the shocking revelations of the previous story, friends are being united,
new friendships forged, and betrayals discovered in the highest echelons of the Dominion. 
As it is no surprise, Amel, Savette and Hubric, joined by several interesting new characters, are once again
running and fighting for their lives. And Dominar is there again, in person! He is one mysterious and
fascinating character and I hope we get to know him better.
War is raging by now, as our heroes are stuck in a situation that seems unsolvable. Raolcan keeps his
wonderful sense of humour and keeps Amel going, not that she needs much encouragement. That girl's
bravery became legendary and here willingness to help others is humbling. 
This is the most somber story of all, and as usual, this story ends on a nerve wrecking cliffhanger and if you
cannot bear it, wait for the next book, as this one was really bad. I will probably pull out all of my hair
waiting for the next book to see what happens next. Again, I cannot emphasise enough how fabulous this
series is.
This amazing series only makes sense if read in order, which is: Dragon School: First Flight (Dragon School
#1), Dragon School: Initiate (Dragon School #2), Dragon School: The Dark Prince (Dragon School #3),
Dragon School: Ruby Isles (Dragon School #4), Dragon School: Sworn (Dragon School #5), Dragon School:
Dusk Covenant (Dragon School #6), Dragon School: First Message (Dragon School #7), Dragon School:
Warring Promises (Dragon School #8), Dragon School: Prince of Dragons (Dragon School #9), Dragon
School: Dark Night (Dragon School #10), Dragon School: Bright Hopes (Dragon School #11)and more
books have been announced.

Marjolein says

That was what I would call a rollercoaster. From the first page, where we find Amel and her companions
back in a very tight position until the end, I've almost read through the entire book without drawing breath.
There was so much going in in this book that it was almost hard to keep track of it, but it all made sense. The
suspense was huge and the only way I knew this was not going to be the end, was that we still have quite a
few books to go ;).
Amel's development continues the way it did before. She grows more confident in her own abilities, dares to
trust in herself, even when others with authority doubt her and dares to make decisions when it's necessary, I



love it.
Raolcan never ceases to be awesome, to help Amel out with advise whenever she needs it and I love their
relationship just as much as I did a few books ago (I was going to say I loved it more, but I'm not sure if
that's even possible ;) ). I love how they dare to rely on each other and how Amel dares to trust Raolcan to
make the right decisions if she can't make them.

Annette says

Damn! That was an emotional rollercoaster from start to finish! This episode was filled with so much action,
it was almost hard to keep up with all of it. But it's really exciting to see the story unfold, to watch Amel
grow, to see how the relationship between her and Raolcan makes so much of a difference that it can break
and change the course of things.

I love how Amel is growing more confident with each book. She's trusting Raolcan blindly, understanding
his way of communication, knowing what he means and what he doesn't mean. And I love his blind devotion
to her, seeing something in her that others don't see at first glance, but learn to see when they're forced to
spend more time with her.

It feels like we've entered the finale of this series and I can't wait to see how it unfolds. We have a lot of
players, we have a lot of camps, but the final fight is coming closer and closer, I feel it with every page I
read.

And although I'm really looking forward to read the ending, the last books, where this is all going and the
pieces of the puzzles click, I will also be very said when this amazing experience is over.

Kanyon says

Another action packed short following Amel and others as they try to escape a cave which holds them
trapped as Ifrits come bearing down on them. While the story basically takes place in one main place, the
reader will still be learning new things and getting to know new characters that have appeared in the last
episode. Overall I felt this was an entertaining read and can’t wait to see what happens next. Fair warning,
these always end in epic cliffhangers.

Dragon School: Dark Night is the tenth book in the Dragon School series.

I read this book on Kindle Unlimited.

Final Rating: 5 Stars

Extras -->



The Mysterious Reader says

Sometimes a series just sneaks up on you. Oh, I knew that Sarah K. L. Wilson’s Dragon School series was
going to be a great one from its very first book, but I had no idea just how additive it would become - or the
withdrawal I’d feel between books even at the impressive rate that she publishes them in. Nevertheless, it’s
definitely there, and I suppose that’s a good an indication of quality as anything else. So c’mon and rejoice
that book 10, Dark Night, is here. Amel and her Dragon Raolcan are as superb as ever and the supporting
cast (especially Savette, Hubric and - yes - Dominar) is superb. Addictively great writing. Addictively great
story-telling (both the plot here and overall story arc. Addictively great everything. But for the fact that I’m
literally dictating this review to my husband from my hospital bed I could go on and on with praises - the
book definitely deserves it. Since I can’t do that I will simply note that the book is most definitely one to
read, it is easy to highly recommend. I’m definitely looking forward to the next book in this series. One
caveat: this series really needs to be started at book 1. If you’re new to it then go there. Don’t worry, as that
book - First Flight - is totally fabulous.

Steven Brown says

Powerful and intense episode.

While I did have some reservations about the style in which the series is written, being episodic in novela
form, it works out quite well. a person on a budget will best be suited to read this in Kindle unlimited
because each one cost about $3 a pop and for $10 you could read them all Plus have another 3 1\2 weeks
worth of reading time. Still I am beginning to think that if so in a set this series would easily be worth$20. At
about 95 pages per episode once everything is collected it would be about the length of a medium sized
Brandon Sanderson book.

In any case this particular episode continues the momentum the past couple episodes in which danger is right
behind our protagonist and the situation is getting more intense and dangerous. It was quite thrilling to read
the last 30% of the story to the end. These episodes are quick reads about an hour or two each.

Karen says

So, if you read my review for the previous book, you may or may not realise that I love Raolcan

And yeah I still do!!

I love how this series always continues right where we leave off, it's like Sarah knows how much those
cliffhangers have us screaming to have the next one, even if we basically only have to wait 18 days for it and
not a whole year
But still, do you blame me for being so impatient ?!

This series is so good! I just can't get enough of it!
More dangers and betrayals in this book, so much hurt and injuries and suffering and just sadness!
It was jammed packed full of action that it was so easy to fall into and experience it all!



Amel again has to save her friends, care for them and look out for herself, but that's probably her biggest
flaw, she cares way too much for those she cares and loves that she sometimes puts herself in danger

There is danger heading towards them and places where Leng is or where innocent people are and Amel is so
braves that she wants to help them all
But she first has deal with people in her own team that are a risk since they may be traitors
But Amel will do anything to protect her friends and in the end it may cost her more than she had hoped!

Another huge cliffhanger at the end! I can't wait to read what I'll happen next!

Received a copy from the author herself, for an honest review, thank you!

Lisa Eiff says

I really enjoyed reading this book. This has definitely been the darkest and one of the most potentially
dangerous edition in the Dragon School series thus far. Amel and a cast of characters that we all view as
important by now have all been captured and are being held prisoner, including the ruler known only as the
Dominar.

In this episode, Amel must help add to a plan to save everyone...both the great and the small...before the
danger presented on this dark night comes down on them all. I'd strongly recommend this book (and this
series, you don't want to miss a minute of Amel Leafbrought's adventures with her intelligent and
occasionally snarky dragon, Raolcan) for fans of dragons, adventure, YA fantasy and short reads.

Siobhan says

The tenth book in Sarah K.L. Wilson’s Dragon School series, and my addiction is as strong as ever. I’ve said
since the start that I am not a big fan of serial series, and yet this one continues to hold my attention. My love
of dragons ensured I would be entertained by this one, and yet that alone was not enough to explain the level
of love I have for this series.

Dragon School: First Flight, book one, sucked me completely into the world – it was so much more than I’d
expected, and I couldn’t wait to get more. Dragon School: Initiate, book two, sucked me in even deeper – it
showed me there was more to the story than I’d originally thought, ensuring I would pick up the next.
Dragon School: The Dark Prince, book three, was a very important book in the series – it may not have been
my favourite book, but it was vital to the overall story. Dragon School: The Ruby Isles, book four, continues
to move things forward in a wonderful way – it may not be my favourite of the stories, but it is another
important addition. Dragon School: Sword, book five, was another brilliant read, adding more to the series –
it was also the book that reminded me why I was following the series in the first place, pulling me back in
after a short hiatus. Dragon School: Dusk Covenant, book six, added plenty of new twists – more than
enough to ensure I remained ensnared with the story. Dragon School: First Message, book seven, brought
even more to the table – more was added to the storyline, plenty of things leaving me curious as to what
would come next. Dragon School: Warring Promises, book eight, left on a serious cliff-hanger – all the
books leave on a cliff-hanger, but this was probably the biggest of them all. Dragon School: Prince of
Dragons, book nine, was probably my least favourite of the series, but it continued to move things forward



for us.

Dragon School: Dark Night took us back to the level of intensity that had me obsessing over the prior books,
taking us back to the good stuff. As with all the books in the series, Dragon School: Dark Night was a quick
read, one with plenty to keep you hooked throughout. We have plenty of action and drama, new things are
revealed, and the world continues to develop. In fact, it brings all the goodies to the fore in abundance,
making this one of my favourite books in the series.

I think what made this one of my favourites thus far is the things that have been opened up for the next book.
All of the books have developed the world in a wonderful way, yet this one promises us so much of what I
want. In other words, we’re about to get a lot more dragons. This book had plenty of dragon action – I love a
good dragon fighting scene – but the next book promises us the side of the world that is all about the dragons
I adore so much.

So yeah, I have big hopes for the next book in the series.


